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The purpose of this thesis is to know the influence of funds allocation in education sector towards human development index of Lampung Province in 2007 – 2013 period, knows in the influence of funds allocation in health sector towards human development index of Lampung Province in 2007 – 2013 period, and knows the influence of funds allocation in infrastructure sector towards human development index of Lampung Province in 2007 – 2013 period. The method used in this research that is using the quantitative method, which is a method of research that is using the data of observed variables, and then count by using statistic method that available. Data processing that used for analyzing all analysis in this research in Eviews 4 software program. Beside on the result of the research and explanation, it can concluded that funds allocation in education sector, the human developments index will increase 0,026183 with the assumtion that other variables are constant. Funds allocation in health sector has positive and significant effect, which is it mean every 1 step increasing at funds allocation in heal sector, the human developments index will increase 0,030741 with the assumtion that other variables are constant. Funds allocation infrastructure sector has positive and not significant effect, which is it mean every 1 step increasing at funds allocation in infrastructure sector, the human developments index will increase 0,029545 with the assumtion that other variables are constant.
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